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Master the Unknown with Snap-on’s New  
Software Bundle 11.2 

 

LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, April 4, 2011 – Snap-on’s new Software Bundle 11.2 gives technicians all the solutions that 
they need to master the unknown and conquer any problem that rolls into their service bay. The latest upgrade 
includes new features and coverage, plus all of the features and coverage from the previous upgrades. Get over 
126,000 new and enhanced codes, tests, tips and data, plus access to over 17,300 systems for model years 1993 to 
2010, including new 2010 domestic and Asian coverage for Ford, Chrysler, Acura, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Mitsubishi 
and Mazda.  In addition, Software Bundle 11.2 offers over 73,000 new and enhanced component test meter (CTM) 
tips – the largest addition to any software bundle ever!  
 
“Every new repair job starts with a journey into the unknown – what’s the problem, what’s the solution and how long 
is this going to take? Our new Snap-on Software Bundle 11.2 gives technicians the power to face every repair job 
head-on and master the unknown with more accuracy and more confidence,” said Bill Bruno, vice president of sales 
and marketing for Snap-on Diagnostics.  
 
Software Bundle 11.2 contains Snap-on exclusive coverage and capabilities never seen before outside of a factory 
tool: 
 
Snap-on exclusive/factory tool capabilities: 

• Hyundai, Kia and Mitsubishi PCM VIN write 

• Ford CAN Cylinder Contribution Tests, including 6.0L Diesel 

• GM Brake Pedal Pressure (BPP) Relearn 
 
Factory tool capabilities: 

• GM HO2S Heater Learn 

• GM Accelerator Pedal Position (APP) Learn, Idle Learn, Idle Air Control (IAC) Reset 

• GM Airbag/SDM Handshake 
 
Get more coverage than ever: 

• Body Control for Acura and Honda Door Lock, Gauge and Light Modules 

• Enable Key FOB Remotes with GM Program Key FOB 

• Codes, Data and Seat Calibration with Toyota and Infiniti Occupant Classification Module (OCC) 
• Kia and Mitsubishi Immobilizer Systems 

• Added Tire Sensor Registration for Acura and Honda with TPMS Registration 

• Power Steering for Kia Steering Angle and Hyundai ASP Calibration 

• Nissan ECM Part Number Investigation 

• Enhanced Engine Tests for Mitsubishi and Toyota 
• Toyota Automated EVAP Tests 

• Additional Hybrid coverage with 2007 and newer Nissan Altima 

• Newly added Volvo coverage with optional European software 
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“The convenience of having access to so much information at your fingertips, at the vehicle, when you need it is 
awesome,” said Phillip Bailey, Phil's Mobile Service in Thunder Bay, Ohio. “I have used many other competitors scan 
tools and laptop based information systems including OEM tools, but none have the convenience of my VERUS® 
and with each software release, it gets even better.” 
 
Software Bundle 11.2 offers exclusive Asian and domestic Fast-Track® Troubleshooter coverage back to 1993 with 
15,400 tips and timesavers, including code and symptom tips, tests and procedures, and tech assistance for:  

• GM body, transfer case, transmission shift adapts and repair support 
• Chrysler electrical 

• Drive cycle support for Subaru and Toyota no starts 
 
Optional European coverage is available for BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Audi and Land Rover, as well as 
new 2000-2009 Volvo.  
 
To learn more about Snap-on’s new Software Bundle 11.2, visit http://diagnostics.snapon.com or talk to a Snap-on 
representative. 
 
About Snap-on Diagnostics: 
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, 
diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. Products 
are sold through the company’s franchisee, company-direct distributor and Internet channels.  Founded in 1920, 
Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. To learn more about any of Snap-on’s diagnostic solutions, talk to 
a Snap-on representative or visit http://diagnostics.snapon.com. 
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